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After 7 o’clock in the morning, the media will definitely report this matter.

At that time, it will definitely spread throughout Japan.

If within 24 hours, he can’t save people, this news will surely spread all over the world.

At that time, this will not only be the scandal of the TMPD, but also the scandal of entire
Japan!

If the law and order in Japan are so bad, the murderer is so cruel, and so tough, who
will dare to come to Tokyo in the future?

It is not only the rich and entrepreneurs who dare not come, but the politicians of
various countries will be afraid to come.

But Tokyo is the capital of Japan! If this scandal spreads all over the world, it will surely
plunge the entire Japan into a diplomatic dilemma!

So he immediately asked his subordinates: “Are there any detailed autopsy results?”

The chief forensic doctor in charge of the autopsy immediately rushed to report to the
TMPD Commissioner and Zynn: “After our autopsy, it was found that more than a dozen
Su’s entourages who died of poisoning, without exception, were all sarin poisoning, and
it is discovered that they all died of liquid sarin poisoning.”

Zynn frowned, “Liquid sarin gas, what do you mean?”



The forensic doctor hurriedly explained: “Sarin gas is a colorless oily liquid at room
temperature, much like glycerin. When used in war, it is exploded to form a large area of
  aerosol, whether it is breathing or skin contact, it will cause poisoning.”

“But the murderer this time must not want to make a big explosion, so he used a carrier
similar to a syringe needle to inject about 30 milligrams of liquid sarin gas, and projected
it on the victim at a certain distance to make the victim suffer. People died of poison.”

The chief of the TMPD hurriedly asked: “That is to say, that ninja dart really has not
been actually used?”

“Correct!”

The chief of the Metropolitan Police could not help asking Zynn, “Mr. Su, you said that
the person behind this incident is the enemy of the Su family?”

Zynn said with a green face: “I don’t care whose enemy I am, I only know that my son
and daughter are kidnapped in Tokyo! You must get them back to me unscathed!”

The chief of the TMPD was extremely helpless, and hurriedly arranged: “First, continue
to enhance the search, and do not let go of any suspicious locations, vehicles, and
people! Second, release both Takehiko and Takahashi, and then closely monitor them.
What they do, see if you can find any clues!”

Machi Takahashi in the interrogation room, when he heard that they let him go home,
hurriedly asked: “It’s not very peaceful these days, can you let me stay in the TMPD?”

The police officer handling the case said angrily: “You use the TMPD as a hotel? Get
out quickly, otherwise we’ll be hard!”

Takahashi was really helpless, so he returned home from the TMPD under the escort of
a few bodyguards.

Along the way, Machi Takahashi has been worried.

He was afraid that someone would harm him, and Tenglin and the three of them were
not around yet. If something happened, he was afraid that he would not even have the
ability to resist.



So, he immediately called Tenglin.

However, no one answered a few calls he made, which made him even more nervous.

“What the h*ll is going on? After a few hours, it’s time to go back to Tokyo from Osaka?
Why can’t I get through the phone?”

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help getting irritated, and made several more calls to
Tenglin’s two junior brothers, but none of them could get through.

At this time, he was already faintly aware of something bad in his heart. Could it be that
Tenglin and the three of them, like their fourth junior brother, are all killed by those
mysterious ninjas?

At this moment, the housekeeper called, and as soon as he came up he said hurriedly:
“President, there was a mysterious person just now. He said he sent you a great gift!”

Takahashi asked in horror, “Great gift?! What kind of gift?!”

“A truck!”
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“Truck?! What the h*ll is going on?!”

The butler hurriedly said: “The other party drove the truck to the door of the villa, saying
that it is a gift for you in the car.”

“What about others?!”

“I heard it through the intercom on the doorbell at the door. When I came out, the people
had disappeared, but the car is still…”

Takahashi shivered when he heard this!

Who would use a truck to give gifts? Leave the truck at your door? !



Moreover, it is still in such a sensitive time period!

Thinking of this, he asked nervously: “Have you opened it to see what’s inside?”

The butler said: “No, I want to wait until you come back before opening it.”

Takahashi blurted out: “Call the police! Call the police! Maybe there is a bomb in the
car!”

The housekeeper hurriedly said: “My lord, we have done explosives and toxic
substances tests and no abnormalities have been found.”

“Nothing abnormal?” Machi Takahashi breathed a sigh of relief when he heard this.

Under normal circumstances, if you want to use something to harm people, it is nothing
more than bombs and poisons. Since there is nothing abnormal after detection, there
should be no problem.

The equipment used at home to detect explosives and toxic substances are the same
as that used by the airport and customs. The accuracy rate is extremely high. If there
are such substances, it is absolutely impossible to hide them.

Thinking of this, he said: “I will be back in a few minutes, wait for me.”

After hanging up the phone, Takahashi couldn’t help rubbing his temples, and his whole
body was a bit exhausted.

From yesterday to today, Tokyo has been so chaotic that he is already a little nervous.

Ten minutes later, Machi Takahashi returned to his villa.

The biggest difference between Japan and China is that many houses are not built by
developers, but are built by homeowners. This is very similar to China a few decades
ago. Whether rich or poor, they buy land and build their own houses.

Therefore, in Japan, there are very few concepts of community and apartment.



The mansion of Machi Takahashi, not far from the Japanese Imperial Palace, has an
excellent location and a huge area.

When he came to the door of his house, he saw a frozen truck parked on the side of the
road.

The butler ran over to open the door for him at this time, and said respectfully: “Mr.
President, this is the car. The door is locked and the engine is not turned off. The
freezer at the back is still cooling.”

Takahashi touched his chin and couldn’t help but slapped his lips: “Who the h*ll
delivered this? Would you give me ice cream for the big winter?”

Eiki, with his hands in plaster, was also supported by the servant. He walked out of the
luxurious gate with sleepy eyes. He saw Machi Takahashi and the frozen car still in
operation, and asked in surprise: “Dad, what is going on?”

Machi Takahashi shook his head and said, “don’t know which b@stard it is. He drove
such a car and said it was a gift for me.”

Eiki frowned and asked, “Is it not a seafood delivery car? Yesterday, I ordered a
top-quality bluefin tuna. They said it would be delivered in two days.”

The housekeeper hurriedly said, “Master the person who delivered it just now said it
was a gift for Master, not for you.”

Eiki said, “Maybe it’s a mistake. What about the delivery person?”

“Ran……”

“Strange…” Eiki blurted out: “Why did he leave the car behind when giving something?”

Takahashi’s brows furrowed: “It always feels a little weird…”

The housekeeper said at this time: “My lord, we have checked with the equipment.
There should be no danger. Would you like to open the freezer?”
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Machi Takahashi pondered for a moment, then nodded gently: “Open it and see what
kind of medicine is sold in the gourd!”

The butler immediately ordered the two servants: “You two, go and open the door of the
freezer!”

The two immediately stepped forward and opened the lock of the freezer door one by
one.

When it was about to open, Machi Takahashi took a few steps back subconsciously.

His nerves are a bit sensitive today, and he always feels that this world is full of
weirdness.

The door opened to the left and right, and a burst of white mist sprayed out from inside.

The weather in Tokyo these days is humid and the temperature is slightly warmer. The
temperature at this time is about three or four degrees above zero, but the temperature
in the refrigerated car is lower than twenty degrees below zero, so this kind of water
vapor will be cold. The mist produced.

Everyone observed the fog gradually dissipating. After the fog slowly dissipated, the
things in the carriage finally appeared in front of everyone.

But when everyone looked up, everyone was immediately frightened and screamed in
unison!

In the carriage, there are four human-shaped ice sculptures standing neatly!

Moreover, these four ice sculptures are exactly Tenglin frozen into popsicles, and his
three juniors!

And the shapes of these four people are also strange!



Someone swallowed his own feet backwards, and the whole person stood in the
carriage, the whole being the independent shape of a golden rooster. This was the first
Tenglin Qingtian who was counter-killed by Charlie.

There are also two people standing with their arms around each other, and they are the
second and third.

As for Tenglin, he has one hand on his hips, and his other hand is pointing his middle
finger outside the car…

The shapes of these four people, except that Tenglin Qingtian was in the form at the
time of death, the other three were made by Issac’s men as plastic models after being
frozen.

In order to stabilize the shape, he poured some water on the people. After the water
froze into ice, they completely strengthened their shapes.

Then there was this weird scene in front of everyone.

Eiki got close, and when he glanced over, he let out a scared cry: “Ah! This…this…is
this a real person or a wax figure?!”

Takahashi’s nerves were already devastated, and suddenly saw his four confidants
frozen into popsicles, their legs collapsed on the ground, and he shouted in fear, “Call
the police! Call the police!”

Just as the housekeeper was about to take out his cell phone to make a call, a few
police cars suddenly appeared and blocked the door.

Originally, they followed Machi Takahashi secretly, wanting to see if he and the Su
family’s siblings’ disappearance has anything common, but they never dreamed that
they just followed Machi Takahashi to his door, and Machi Takahashi received four
personal ice lolly…

The inspector of the TMPD who led the team came forward with a black face and
personally stepped into the freezer for inspection. Then he mumbled in a little panic: “It’s
a living person… dmn… …Really big living people! Four big living people! Is this the



dmn Tokyo where I lived for more than 30 years? Everything in front of me is too d*mn
magical!”

The following police officer asked in surprise: “Inspector, are these four people still
alive?”

The inspector scolded: “Living like your mother! Are they not frozen into popsicles if you
can see it?”

The police officer was full of grievances: “You just said that there are four big living
people…”

The inspector wiped his cold sweat and said: “It’s an ice sculpture made of four big
living people…Hurry up, call the forensic doctor to come over for an autopsy!”

After speaking, he walked to the pale face of Machi Takahashi sitting on the ground,
squatted down, and asked very seriously: “Mr. Takahashi, are these four people your
subordinates?”

Takahashi nodded and murmured, “They are all members of the Tenglin family…”

“Tenglin family?!” The inspector exclaimed and blurted out: “Tenglin family, one of the
four top ninjutsu families?!”

“Yes…” Takahashi swallowed his saliva and said nervously, “The first is the eldest son
of the Tenglin family, the current head of the family, Tenglin Zhengzhe…”

The detective’s liver trembled in fright: “Tenglin can be regarded as one of our top ninjas
in Japan. Even he died so miserably, who is it that you offend?”

Machi Takahashi watched Tenglin gesturing with his middle finger, crying desperately,
“How the h*ll do I know!”
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The inspector saw Takahashi’s flustered look, and hurriedly said: “Recall carefully, did
you offend anyone? Generally speaking, unless there is a deep hatred, who would
target you like this?”



After that, the inspector reminded: “Think about it, does anyone want to kill you, or do
you want to kill anyone?!”

The first thing Takahashi thought of was Charlie.

But soon he denied this idea in his heart.

After Tenglin Qingtian disappeared for no reason, Tenglin Zhengzhe once
eavesdropped on Charlie and got a message that it was not Charlie who killed Tenglin
Qingtian, but another group of ninjas.

At that time, Tenglin speculated that it should be a Koka ninja loyal to the Ito family.

However, he did not tell the TMPD about this matter.

Because, he felt that what he said to the TMPD is meaningless, because there was no
direct evidence for this incident, and everything was just a guess by Tenglin during his
lifetime.

In my opinion, 80% of it is the Ito family behind the scenes, but in the eyes of the police,
the opponent may be the Koga Ninja, but it may also be the Iga Ninja, Saga Ninja, or
other low-key ninja families.

After all, Japanese ninjas have a long history and many schools.

Just like Chinese martial arts, Chinese martial arts have a wide variety of martial arts
since ancient times, and there are many martial arts that can be named.

Shaolin, Wudang, Kunlun, Emei, Huashan, Kongtong, the following unknown small and
medium schools are countless.

The same is true in Japan. In addition to the four well-known ninja families, there are
countless small families and sects.

Therefore, he decided not to let the TMPD intervene, and take revenge on Takehiko
himself!

Soon, the forensic doctor arrived at the scene.



They transported the four hard corpses back to the forensic department of the TMPD.
Such corpses must at least be completely thawed before being dissected.

At the same time, the news of Tenglin’s four strange deaths was also reported to the top
of the TMPD, making the entire TMPD shocked.

The director of the TMPD has almost collapsed!

Zhifei and Zhiyu were kidnapped without a clue, and such a big incident happened in an
instant.

Four superb ninjas are also killed, this is simply a wave of unrest!

Tokyo has also suddenly changed from a fashionable international city to a strange and
sinful city.

However, it was just when the TMPD was in desperation and digging three feet in
Tokyo.

Brother and sister Zhifei and Zhiyu have been secretly sent to Kyoto, hundreds of
kilometers away.

According to Matsumoto’s plan, he wanted the Su family’s children to die in Ito’s
residence.

When the time comes, the Ito family will have no answer.

However, Takehiko is not a counselor, but also has a strong strength.

By then, he knew that he was being blamed, and he would definitely regard the man
behind the scenes as Machi Takahashi.

In this way, Takehiko Ito will definitely fight to the death with Machi Takahashi!

It won’t take long for Japan’s top two families to suffer severely and even disappear
completely.



At that time, the Matsumoto family can reap all the benefits, and then as the only
optional collaborator of the Su family, they can cooperate with the Su family to further
strengthen their own strength.

……

Charlie got up very early today.

The weather forecast app pops up a reminder that starting this afternoon, until night,
there will be a blizzard in Kyoto and Osaka.

He first went to the production line of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical with Liang. In the
afternoon, he asked Issac for a car and planned to drive to Kyoto by himself.

Issac didn’t know where he was going. Seeing that the snow had fallen, and the snow
was getting bigger and bigger, he hurriedly reminded him: “Master there is a blizzard
today. Driving in this kind of weather is too dangerous. If you have nothing important,
Don’t go out anymore.”
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Charlie waved his hand: “It’s okay, you don’t have to worry, I have something personal
to do, and I’ll be back when it’s done.”

Issac asked: “Is it in Osaka? Do you want me to arrange someone to escort you?”

“No need.” Charlie didn’t say where he was going, and he didn’t want to say.

He didn’t know why, he kept thinking about Nanako in his mind, perhaps out of
sympathy for that girl, or out of admiration, or out of some other emotion, Charlie
couldn’t figure it out, and he didn’t want to keep missing her.

Now he just wants to go to Kyoto to see Nanako in person, and take a look at her
injuries by the way.

In any case, if her injury is cured, he can go back with peace of mind.



Issac saw that Charlie was unwilling to reveal his whereabouts, so he did not insist, but
told him to drive carefully. If the snow is too great, wait until the snow stops before
driving.

Charlie accepted, and then drove off alone.

Osaka is very close to Kyoto, and it takes about an hour to drive.

When he arrived in Kyoto, the sky was already dark.

The snow is getting bigger and bigger, almost like goose feathers.

Charlie didn’t know where the Ito family’s mansion was, so he went to a Chinese
restaurant to eat a bowl of Chinese ramen. When checking out, he asked the boss:
“Boss, do you know where the Ito family’s mansion is?”

The other party smiled and said: “The Ito family residence is next to Nijo Castle. It
covers a large area and is easy to find. There is a plaque at the front entrance, which is
the Ito.”

Charlie nodded, thanked him, and then went out of the restaurant.

Nijo Castle is a well-known scenic spot in Kyoto, so you can search it directly on the
map, and it is only two kilometers away from Charlie.

After looking at it for a few minutes, Charlie who was sitting in the car hesitated for a
while.

He hasn’t figured out how to meet Nanako.

When he arrives at the Ito family mansion, should he just knock on the door to see her?

Inappropriate.

After all, Takehiko’s 4.5 billion is still in his own hands. If his subordinates report
Takehiko, he will definitely not let himself meet Nanako.

Then what should he do?



Do you want to sneak in by yourself?

Perhaps, there is only one suitable way.

Thinking of this, Charlie started the car, followed the navigation, and came to the vicinity
of Nijo Castle. Sure enough, he saw the Ito family mansion not far from Nijo Castle.

The Ito family’s mansion covers a large area. From the outside, half of the area is
planted with towering old trees. The buildings are also Japanese-style ancient wooden
buildings that incorporate strong Chinese architectural elements. You can know the age
at a glance. So it has been a long time.

Since there is an ancient moat around the Ito family’s residence, and the two bridges
entering and exiting belong to private territories, Charlie parked his car on the side of
the road not far away, and then braved the heavy snow and sneaked in in the dark into
the residence of the Ito family.

At this moment.

Nanako just finished soaking in the hot spring.

Because today was finally looking forward to the long-awaited snowfall, and it was a
heavy snowfall, Nanako swept away the haze in her heart, and she was in a particularly
good mood.

She asked her servant to help put her in an indescribably beautiful kimono, and then
gracefully coiled up her long hair and inserted her favorite hairpin.

After that, pushing the wheelchair, she came to the small courtyard to enjoy the snow
with great joy.

The Ito family’s residence covers a large area, and there are several large and small
courtyards. The courtyard where Nanako is located in the most remote and quietest.

The snow fell heavily, and soon a layer of white snow fell on top of her head, and
Nanako looked at the snow flying in the sky, jumping for joy like a child.



After a while, she looked up at the sky and said in her heart piously: “Don’t know what
Master Wade is doing at this time? don’t know if it’s snowing in Aurous Hill now? don’t
know if he will think of me…”


